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ABSTRACT: Ceramic solid electrolytes conducting primarily a specific ion but with minuscule electron
leakage are used in many electrochemical devices. Their degradation phenomena may be classified into
two broad categoriesa slow transverse mode accumulating damage normal to the ionic current
direction and a fast longitudinal mode accumulating degradation parallel to the current direction.
Examples of the transverse mode include oxygen bubbles on transverse grain boundaries, in-plane
electrolyte cracking in solid oxide electrolysis cells, and cathodic reduction of beta-alumina electrolytes
in Na−S batteries. Examples of the longitudinal mode include short-circuiting dendrite formation in
metal batteries of both the Na−S type and the all-solid-state lithium metal type. Analogous instability modes are also seen in field-
assisted ceramic processing, dielectric devices, and memristors. These phenomenological similarities across different devices,
operating conditions, and technologies, as well as the origins of their damage mechanisms, can be understood in terms of the highly
nonlinear spatial distributions of the minority carriers (electron/hole) and the chemical potential of the equivalent charge-neutral
species such as O2; such distributions can in turn cause or exacerbate damaging concentrations of stress and electric fields. This
review also outlines strategies for improving material designs to mitigate degradation, which will be especially important for
operations and applications under extreme electrochemical conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ceramic solid electrolytes as fast ion conductors have found
many electrochemical applications in solid oxide fuel cells/
electrolysis cells (SOFCs/SOECs), oxygen sensors, protonic
ceramic fuel cells/electrolysis cells (PCFCs/PCECs), all-solid-
state batteries, and solid-state ion pumps.1−5 To serve these
applications, they must be good ionic conductors and poor
electronic conductors under normal operation conditions, i.e.,
having an ionic transference number very close to one. However,
electronic leakage may arise at more extreme redox conditions,
which defines the electrolytic window for normal operation, and
operation outside the window will result in a lowered open-
circuit voltage (OCV) as well as lowered Faraday efficiency and
energy efficiency. Electrolyte degradation may ensue in such
operations, but it may also occur over an extended service life in
relatively normal operations. Moreover, more rapid degradation
happens under excessive/extreme conditions, for example, high
current densities of the SOEC and PCEC and high-rate charging
of alkali metal batteries. Historically, one of the first well-known
examples of electrolyte degradation is dendrite formation in
beta-alumina solid electrolytes in Na−S batteries, and the same
phenomena have been seen in oxide, sulfide, and halide
electrolytes in all-solid-state lithium metal batteries recently.6−9

Another well-known example is cracking in yttria-stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) electrolytes in SOEC after many duty
cycles.2,10−13 Clearly, understanding the phenomenology and

origin of electrolyte degradation is important for electro-
chemical applications of ceramic solid electrolytes.
Microstructurally, it is convenient to distinguish two types of

degradation phenomena in ceramic solid electrolytes, a
longitudinal mode that accumulates damage along the current
direction and a transverse mode that accumulates damage
perpendicular to the current direction. Within each mode, the
damage phenomena found in different devices under vastly
different operating conditions are surprisingly similar to each
other. For example, degradations with a similar appearance are
seen in SOFCs/SOECs at 800−1000 °C, Na−S batteries at
∼300 °C, and all-solid-state batteries at ambient temperatures. It
turns out the phenomenological analogy also extends to
structural evolutions found in field-assisted ceramic processing
above 1000 °C, ambient dielectrics under a high voltage, and
nanofilm ceramic memristors manifesting resistance switching
enabled by either ion diffusion or mixed ion/electron
conduction. Understanding such commonality will help
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design/engineer new damage-mitigating strategies and materi-
als/devices.
Fundamentally, degradation is triggered by some instability in

solid electrolytes when the latter’s condition is far from ideal in
the following ways. First, the redox potential inside the
electrolyte may severely deviate from a linear interpolation
between the two electrode potentials; indeed, it may assume a
shock-like distribution along the electrolyte-thickness direction.
The redox potential here is the electronic electrochemical
potential or Fermi energy EF, which consists of not only a nearly
linear electrostatic contribution but also a highly nonlinear term
that is strongly dependent on the electron/hole concentrations.
These concentrations reach local thermodynamic equilibrium
with ionic disorders (vacancies and interstitials) commonly
illustrated using the Brouwer diagram. The nonlinearity
originates in the Brouwer diagram that correlates the ionic
disordering with PO2, the oxygen partial pressure, and it features
an extremely sharp “V-shaped” minimum of the electron−hole
concentration/conductivity at an intermediate PO2or its Na/
Li equivalent. Second, the stress inside the electrolyte may not
be zero; instead it may be nonuniformly distributed, sometimes
with an acute concentration at certain defects or discontinuities.
Third, the electric field and current inside the electrolyte may
not be uniform either when the cell is not at a steady-state or,
again, when there are flaws.
As will become clear later, synergism between the above three

may complicate and exacerbate the nonideal conditions. As a
simplification, the field and current in the solid electrolyte can be
considered to be one-dimensional, which sets the direction of
the current along the coordinate x. This is because the
electrolyte is usually a thin membrane operating mostly in the
ohmic regime with a resistance proportional to the thickness L
and inversely proportional to the area A. Thus, as long as the
membrane is processable andmechanically strong enough, its L/
A ratio is kept small to minimize the internal loss and the voltage
load. In such a geometry, transverse degradation is the same as
in-plane damage; for example, in-plane cracking of the
membrane is a transverse degradation. In contrast, a cross-
electrode dendrite is a longitudinal degradation. Below we will
show that the majority of known degradation types in various
applications belong to one of these twomodes, while most of the
remaining types may be thought of as either a mixed-mode
degradation due to mode−mode coupling or a damage-mode-
induced interface instability. We will also show that a typical
origin of these degradation modes resides in the departure of the
redox potential and stress/field/current distributions from the
ideal condition.

2. SOFC/SOEC
2.1. Overview of Damage Mechanisms. SOFC converts

the chemical energy of oxidizing a fuel, often in the gas form, to
electricity. Being separated by a dense ion-conducting and nearly
electron-insulating ceramic electrolyte, the two porous electro-
des conduct the two half-cell reactions separatelyoxidation in
the fuel electrode and reduction in the air electrodethus
forcing the electronic current to flow in the external circuit.
SOFC can also be reversely operated by applying an external
voltage exceeding the OCV. This enables electrolysis, and such a
cell is known as an SOEC, which uses electricity to produce
chemicals. For O2−-based SOFCs/SOECs that operate above
800 °C, YSZ is the preferred electrolyte material because of its
high O2− conductivity and low electronic conductivityfor
both electron and holeover a very large electrochemical

stability window. In contrast, ceria-based electrolytes (e.g., Gd-
doped CeO2, GDC) have a smaller electrolytic window, limited
by electron conductivity that arises fromCe4+ to Ce3+ reduction,
but it can still be used at 600−800 °C to utilize its higher O2−

conductivity. Meanwhile, because of a better chemical
compatibility than YSZ’s, the GDC electrolyte, or a GDC buffer
layer alone (between YSZ and cathodes), allows more active and
thus more efficient cathodes (e.g., La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ,
LSCF, and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ, BSCF) to be used. As a
result, the electrode overpotentials are lowered, which helps
mitigate internal damage in general. Another promising
electrolyte is doped LaGaO3 (e.g., La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O3−δ,
LSGM), which is under development for intermediate-temper-
ature applications.14−16 Its negligible electronic conductivity
and high ionic conductivity in a broad range of temperatures and
oxygen partial pressures17 make LSGM more stable than GDC,
especially on the reducing side.
Since the half-cell reactions in SOFC and SOEC proceed in

opposite directions, their electrode overpotentials have opposite
signs. For example, if H2 is fed on the fuel electrode side and air
on the oxygen electrode side, then the magnitude of oxygen
potential μO2

(i.e., the chemical potential of oxygen molecule O2,
which is related to the equilibrium PO2) at the oxygen
electrode−electrolyte interface under different operation
modes ranks in the order of μO2

SOEC > μO2

OCV > μO2

SOFC, and the
oxygen potential at the fuel electrode−electrolyte interface
follows μO2

SOEC < μO2

OCV < μO2

SOFC. Physically, this means that,
compared to SOFC, SOEC’s oxygen electrode side is more
oxidizing and its fuel electrode side more reducing, and moreso
the larger the imposed SOEC current density. Inasmuch as these
oxygen potentials set the boundary conditions of the electrolyte
and more extreme boundary conditions will likely lead to more
degradations, one should expect more degradation in high-
current-density SOECs.
Within the electrolyte, O2− moves from the oxygen electrode

to the fuel electrode in SOFC, and in SOEC the direction of O2−

flow as well as that of the electrical field is reversed. Despite the
fact that the electrolyte is a fast ion conductor, in reality, in both
SOFC and SOEC there is always a minor electronic current
(thus a small electronic leakage current) flowing from the
oxygen electrode to the fuel electrode through the solid
electrolyte. The direction is set by the electron’s electrochemical
potential, which is always higher on the fuel electrode side than
on the air electrode side.18 (The electronic current is delivered
by either positively charged hole polarons in the same direction
of the current or negatively charged electron polarons in the
opposite direction of the current.) At an ideal steady state where
there can be no Faradaic reaction internally, the ionic and
electronic currents must be locally divergence-free, ∇·Ji = 0 and
∇·Je = 0. With the one-dimensional approximation, we therefore
must have Ji = Jiex and Je = Jeex, where ex is the unit vector and
both Ji and Je are x-independent constants.While Je could be very
small in magnitude compared to Ji, it is nonzero because the
electronic conductivity, while very small compared to the ionic
conductivity and spatially highly nonuniform, is never zero
anywhere according to the Brouwer diagram. Indeed, Ji(x) =
const1 and Je(x) = const2 must be present to maintain local
equilibrium inside the electrolyte. Because Je(x) = σe(x)(∂EF/
∂x)/e, where the electronic conductivity σe(x) > 0 is highly
nonuniform in x according to the Brouwer diagram (since σe(x)
= σe(PO2(x)) with a typical power-law dependence and PO2(x)
itself changes inside the electrolyte along with EF(x)), the
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implication of the solution const2 = σe(x)(∂EF/∂x)/e is that
∂EF/∂x must be highly nonuniform as well, reaching a maximum
near the “V-shaped” population minimum of the electronic
disorder in the Brouwer diagram. Thus, it is the ionic and
electronic conductivities together that dictate the steady-state
spatial distribution of the oxygen potential μO2

(x) = μO2

Θ + kBT ln
PO2(x) and EF(x) profiles.
It turns out that as the electrode-overpotential/current

increases, the oxygen potential increasingly takes a more
nonlinear sigmoidal shape as shown in Figure 1a.19,20 To
understand the origin of the nonlinearity, we recall that a good,
fast-ion conducting electrolyte such as YSZ at the operation
temperature of SOFC/SOEC has a set of very high and constant
O2− concentrations and O2− conductivities, so its electric field is
very small. Therefore, to drive even a tiny but nevertheless
spatially uniform nonzero electronic current everywhere, the
driving forcemust mainly come from the concentration-gradient
term of the electronic disorder that affects ∂EF/∂x (i.e.,
concentration polarization, recalling that electronic-disorder
and ionic-disorder concentrations are correlated). As shown in
Figure 1a, somewhere in the middle of the electrolyte, this
gradient becomes especially large, and the potential takes the
shape of a concentration shock. This is because the V-shaped
electronic conductivity minimum (far lower than the corre-
sponding ionic conductivity) in the Brouwer diagram,21

depicted in Figure 1b, occurs right there, thus necessitating a
maximal driving force at that location. Indeed, as shown in
Figure 1a, the potential is almost shaped like a step function. It is
this step-like potential that allows (a) the high-PO2 half to
oxidize and support the electronic current by a relatively
abundant population of holes, (b) the low-PO2 half to reduce
and support the electronic current by a relatively abundant
population of electrons, and (c) the large PO2 drop across (a)
and (b) to support a mixed electron/hole current despite the
very low local populations (hence conductivities) of electronic
charge carriers at the V-shapedminimum in the Brower diagram.
In effect, the electrolyte in the above steady state behaves like

a p−n junction, the high-PO2 half is the p-region, the low-PO2
half is the n-region, and the V-shaped minimum in the
conductivity of electrons and holes (set by when their
populations are nearly equal in the Brouwer diagram) is the
junction. Such a large and abrupt oxygen potential drop with an
associated large and abrupt EF(x) increase, referred to as an
oxygen-potential transition,20 is expected in every good

electrolyte, and its magnitude and steepness increase with the
current density and with increasing electrode overpotential. As
the operating temperature of SOFC/SOEC is lowered, the
electrode kinetics become more sluggish and the electrode
overpotential must increase. This will drive toward a more
extreme oxygen-potential transition. However, such a transition
may take a longer time to develop because, at lower
temperatures, the electronic/ionic mobilities are so slow that
it is difficult to reach the steady state and local equilibrium: To
establish a profile like in Figure 1c, there needs to be a long-range
transport of charge-neutral O2 inside the electrolyte, by
transporting ions and electrons simultaneously. Note that,
unlike the electronic p−n diode, there is no significant space-
charge region at the “junction” interface in the solid electrolyte.
The sharp jump occurs in the part of the concentration-
dependent chemical potential, not in the electrostatic potential.
The implication of the sharp log PO2 or oxygen potential

transition on damage development is profound. Despite the tiny
magnitude of the electronic current, it serves as a “short-circuit”
current that makes almost the entire oxygen-electrode half of the
electrolyte experience the same oxygen potential of the oxygen
electrode, and vice versa in the other half. Therefore, any
oxidation-caused damage normally expected only at or near the
oxygen-electrode/electrolyte interface now becomes possible
throughout the entire oxygen-electrode half. Similarly extensive
reduction-caused damages are also expected throughout the
reduction/fuel-electrode half. This is schematically illustrated in
Figure 1c comparing a sigmoidal vs a linear oxygen potential
distribution assuming the same damage threshold set at a fixed
oxygen potential. It is clear that the at-risk region is much wider
when there is a sigmoidal potential. In particular, if the boundary
oxygen potentials at electrode/electrolyte interfacesdeter-
mined by the sum of atmospheric potential and the electrode
overpotential, the latter increasing with increasing current,
decreasing temperature, decreasing electrode efficiency, and
decreasing electrode’s effective area and triple-phase-boundary
densityare high enough, then the entire oxygen-electrode half
of the electrolyte can be at risk.
The above expectation is supported by experimental

observations. In SOEC, common degradations under a high
oxygen potential are in the form of pressurized oxygen bubbles
(precipitated from a disproportionation reaction of the peroxide
group (O2)

2− in an oxidized electrolyte22). While they are most
commonly seen at the oxygen electrode/electrolyte interface,

Figure 1. (a) Calculated oxygen potential distribution inside a 10 μm-thick YSZ electrolyte under OCV, SOFC (at 1 A/cm2), and SOEC (at −1 A/
cm2) modes at 800 °C. Boundary oxygen potentials were set as −4.7531 eV at the fuel electrode/electrolyte interface and −0.1443 eV at the oxygen
electrode/electrolyte interface under OCV,−4.3959 eV at the fuel electrode/electrolyte interface and−0.5015 eV at the oxygen electrode/electrolyte
interface under SOFC, and −5.1103 eV at the fuel electrode/electrolyte interface and 0.2129 eV at the oxygen electrode/electrolyte interface under
SOEC. Oxygen potential set as 0 eV at 1 atm oxygen partial pressure. (b) Conductivity of O2−, electron, and hole of YSZ at a function of oxygen
potential at 800 °C taken from ref 21. (c) Comparison of a sigmoidal vs a linear oxygen potential profile. Shaded regions denote the regions with oxygen
potential above −0.5 eV.
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they have also been seen at grain boundaries well inside the
electrolyte,2,10,11,23 including ones in the midsection of the
electrolyte far removed from the electrode/electrolyte interface
(Figure 2a). Moreover, it was found that once the damage
threshold is exceeded, which is certainly the case when oxygen
bubbles already appeared, the bubble population shows a rather
weak dependence on the distance to the oxygen electrode, which
is consistent with the step-like profile of oxygen potential
depicted for the oxidizing half in Figure 1a,c. As bubbles
accumulate and grow, the cell degrades and cell impedance
increases; eventually, they may lead to electrolyte cracking
(Figure 2b,c) and catastrophic failure.2,10 On the reducing half,
reduction voids at grain boundaries and in the grain interiors
have also been reported; once again they are consistent with
Figure 1a,c in that their population has a weak dependence on
the distance to the fuel electrode (see Figure 7 of ref 24).
As already mentioned, oxygen bubbles on grain boundaries

are a common form of degradation inside SOEC electrolytes.
Importantly, they preferentially form at transverse bounda-
ries,2,10 which also explains why they may eventually lead to in-
plane cracking as shown in Figure 2b,c. Preferential formation of
bubbles on grain boundaries may be attributed to heterogeneous
nucleation (i.e., interfacial energy lowering the nucleation
barrier) and/or a growth advantage (i.e., grain boundaries
being fast diffusion paths), but if this is the case then bubbles
should form on grain boundaries of all orientations. Therefore,
there must be a thermodynamic advantage that favors transverse
boundaries. In YSZ and in most other oxide ceramics, grain
boundaries are electrically blocking (to electronic and/or ionic
charge carriers) to various extent because of the presence of a
Schottky barrier and/or space−charge effect. So, at the steady

state, an extra driving force in the oxygen potential is locally
needed at the boundary to keep the current continuous across it.
This translates to an oxygen potential jump across the transverse
boundary25 as shown in Figure 3a; there is no such jump at
longitudinal boundaries because no current crosses them. It is
such a potential jump that provides the additional thermody-
namic driving force making transverse boundaries the favorable
sites for bubble nucleation and stress-induced sliding/cracking.
The same also applies to the low-PO2 half where the oxygen
potential dips across a transverse boundary in Figure 3b, which
would favor the nucleation of reduction voids. Therefore, in
addition to the step-like oxygen potential that serves to extend
the spatial range of the electrode overpotentials to well inside the
electrolyte, these potential jumps/dips at transverse grain
boundaries (as well as other transversely blocking defects)
further exacerbate the odds of damage nucleation throughout
the electrolyte and make the transverse mode of degradation a
leading cause of long-term damage in high-current-density
SOECs. Similar degradation phenomena are also seen in
SOFCs, though to a lesser extent. This is because (a) the
electrode overpotentials are generally smaller in SOFC as we
already pointed out before and (b) although the direction of the
electronic leakage current is the same in SOFC and SOEC, the
direction of the ionic current is opposite in the two devices,
which makes overshoots, i.e., jumps and dips, of oxygen
potentials at transverse boundary impossible in SOFC. This is
shown in Figure 3c and further explained in ref 25.
A key consideration relevant to degradations is the interplay

between redox potentials and stress fields. Oxidation and
reduction (e.g., change of δ in MO1±δ in a nominally 1:1 metal−
oxide) of the solid electrolyte phase are accompanied by a

Figure 2. (a) Formation of oxygen bubbles preferentially at transverse grain boundaries and (b, c) in-plane (transverse) cracking inside the YSZ
electrolyte after high-current-density SOEC operation. The dense electrolytes do not have grain boundary pores or cracks before cell operation. (a, b)
Reproduced with permission from ref 10. Copyright 2011 Elsevier B.V. (c) Reproduced with permission from ref 11. Copyright 2012 Elsevier B.V.

Figure 3. Calculated oxygen potential distribution inside a 10 μm-thick “polycrystalline” YSZ electrolyte under (a, b) SOEC (at −1 A/cm2) and (c)
SOFC (at 1 A/cm2)modes at 800 °C. Three grain boundaries were equally spaced at 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 normalized distances to the fuel electrode. One
grain boundarythe one at 0.75 in (a) and the blue curve in (c), and the one at 0.25 in (b) and the gray curve in (c)was assigned to be highly O2−

blocking (10−4 of the lattice O2− conductivity), while others have 10−2 of the lattice O2− conductivity. Boundary oxygen potentials were set as−5.1103
eV at the fuel electrode/electrolyte interface and 0.2129 eV at the oxygen electrode/electrolyte interface. Oxygen potential set as 0 eV at 1 atm oxygen
partial pressure. For more details, please refer to Figures 3 and 4 in ref 25.
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change in lattice parameters, which is known as chemical
expansion/contraction. As a result, a synergistic effect of
chemical potential distribution on stress distribution can arise.
This is most relevant to ceria-based electrolytes that are known
to suffer large volume expansions upon reduction.26 (In
contrast, the chemical expansion of zirconia-based electrolytes,
though measurablethere is a slight contraction under
reduction27is practically negligible perhaps.) Physically, δ
manifests itself as ionic disorder, e.g., oxgen vacancies in the
electrolyte. The equilibrium (stress-free) lattice parameter
aeq(δ), oxygen potential μO2

(δ) = const + kBT ln PO2
eq(δ)

(obtained from the tangent extrapolation of Gibbs free energy
curve of the solid electrolyte, G(XO = (1 ± δ)/(2 ± δ)), the
redox potential EF(δ), and δ all have a one-to-one relationship
with each other. A large stress buildup, compressive on the
reduced half and tensile on the oxidized half, is thus expected,
especially when the oxygen potential μO2

(δ) transition is abrupt
and large (which means the aeq(δ) transition is abrupt and
large). In addition, at the outer (lateral) edge of an electrolyte
membrane subject to the potential transition, hence, the
tension/compression transition, there is a stress concentration
that can nucleate cracks that veer into the tensile side (the
oxidized side in a ceria) of the electrolyte after propagating
inward a short initial distance along the transition boundary.
This is thus a mode of longitudinal degradation, and it tends to
proceed very fast once the crack forms. Consistent with the
above stress analysis of the origin of crack formation and crack
location/direction, catastrophic cell failures were reported for
high-current-density SOEC with a trilayer GDC/zirconia/GDC
electrolyte operated at below 750 °C and were attributed to
longitudinal cracking from the fuel electrode/electrolyte
interface toward the air electrode.28

2.2. Strategies to Mitigate Damage. The almost step-like
oxygen potential profile and its overshoots at ion-blocking
transverse boundaries provide an important lesson: It is not
prudent to assume that the redox potential in the electrolyte is a
linear interpolation between electrode potentials. In fact, it is not
prudent to assume even “oxygen pressure inside the electrolyte
will never become higher than the pressure corresponding to the
electrode potential of the oxygen electrode and never lower than
corresponding to the electrode potential of the hydrogen
electrode, irrespective of which mode or condition for the cell
operation”,19 as there are certainly such violations in Figure 3a,b
at transverse boundaries. On the other hand, knowing the origin
of these unexpected high and spatially extended oxygen
potentials, one can now design better materials and follow
better practice to mitigate damage.
Some strategies are already known, chief among them being

the following: (1) Improve the electrode efficiency and
electrode−electrolyte contact to lower the electrode over-
potential, which can extend well inside the electrolyte especially
when the magnitude of the overpotential is large. Likewise,
lowering the resistance of internal interfaces (such as buffer
layers) by better wetting will lower the overall potential under
the same current density, thus lowering the risk of internal
damage. For example, a pulsed-laser deposited (PLD)
PrBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5+δ interlayer has been reported to
improve the contact between the protonic electrolyte
B a Z r 0 . 4 C e 0 . 4 Y 0 . 1 Y b 0 . 1 O 3 − δ a n d t h e c a t h o d e
PrBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5+δ, which lowers the ohmic and polar-
ization resistances and improves the stability of the cell.29 (2)
Develop columnar grain structure with mostly transverse grain

boundaries to remove ionic bottleneck, which would lower the
cell resistance, increase the efficiency, and improve the stability.
For example, epitaxially oriented PLD BaZr0.8Y0.2O3−δ films
have been demonstrated to be an excellent proton conductor.30

(3) Periodically include some brief periods of the SOFC mode
during a prolonged SOEC operation to reverse the ion flow,
hence lowering and reversing the excessively high potential
distribution and possibly even reversing oxygen-bubble
nucleation/growth. As these processes will take time to rebuild,
some “safety window” may thus be provided.2,25

Beyond these measures, tuning electronic conduction
provides another fundamental solution. This is because the
root cause of the step-like oxygen pressure transition is the V-
shaped minimum in electronic conductivity; thus, smoothing
the minimum and increasing the minimal electronic con-
ductivity, which can be achieved by minute doping of the
electrolyte, will fundamentally smooth out the oxygen potential
transition and themagnitude of the attendant overshoots.25 (We
are of the opinion that the electronic conductivity of YSZ in
multilayer SOFC/SOEC electrolytes is too low, and its damage
tolerance may be improved by a slight increase of the electronic
conductivity.) Moreover, taking advantage of solute segregation,
one can selectively dope grain boundaries to modify their space
charge, Schottky barrier, and electron and hole conductivity,
which will influence not only the potential overshoots there but
also the entire potential distribution throughout the electrolyte
because of its effect on overall steady-state electric current
density.
As mentioned before, residual stresses may arise from

chemical expansion/contraction, and in layered structures,
different chemistries and thermal expansion coefficients may
make matters worse. Such residual stresses and stress
concentrations cannot be avoided in a standard electrolyte
configuration that is compositionally uniform and geometrically
flat. However, a graded composition may help smooth out the
stress gradient and, thus, lessen stress concentrations. Another
approach is to use a wavy interlayer or undulating composition,
which is known to limit the spatial range of the stress
concentration to the scale of the wavelength, and on fracture
energy ground, a short enough undulation wavelength will make
crack nucleation no longer possible.31,32 This combined
geometric/compositional solution is recommended for electro-
lytes that suffer large chemical expansions. The same geometric/
compositional solution outlined above is also effective for
mitigating cracking at multilayer interfaces, such as ones
observed in a trilayer GDC/zirconia/GDC electrolyte men-
tioned above.28 (The same chemical expansion should also arise
at transverse grain boundaries with oxygen potential over-
shoots/jumps. However, since grains in a typical electrolyte are
usually 2−10 times smaller than the membrane thickness, by
itself the stress range at grain boundaries may not be long
enough to initiate cracking.)
One should also be cognizant of the possibility of interface

embrittlement caused by electrochemical loading via chemical/
structural weakening due to, e.g., solute segregation or
electrolytic changes to interfacial bonding. (Under a large
ionic current, nonequilibrium solute segregation may become
appreciable due to the ion−solute coupling.) For example, we
recently observed a fracture-mode transition in a high-current-
density PCEC electrolyte, BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.1Yb0.1O3−δ, from
intragranular fracture before testing to intergranular fracture
after testing, at all boundaries regardless of orientations.33 (See
Supplementary Figure S13 of ref 33.) Another possibility is
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electrolytically enhanced grain boundary corrosion. For
example, in direct carbon fuel cells with liquid metallic antimony
anodes (the anodic reactions being 2Sb + 3O2− = Sb2O3 + 6e−

and C + 2Sb2O3 = 3CO2 + 6Sb), antimony corrosion of the YSZ
and GDC electrolytes along grain boundaries of all orientations
was reported; no corrosion was seen in single-crystal YSZ
electrolyte.34 Again, compositional engineering at the interface
and smoothing of current concentrations, as well as avoidance or
a better control of embrittling impurities, may be needed.
Lastly, we emphasize that the above strategies should be

practiced holistically. For example, strategies that enhance cell
performance, say by using more efficient electrodes, may
inadvertently introduce a new source of degradation as
illustrated below. Several engineering designs of bilayer/
multilayer electrolytes have proved effective for enhancing
SOFC/SOEC performance. One approach uses a bilayer YSZ/
GDC electrolyte to suppress chemical reactions that would
otherwise occur, forming insulating SrZrO3 and La2Zr2O7
between a single-layer YSZ electrolyte and oxygen electrode.35

Meanwhile, a bilayer GDC/Er0.4Bi1.6O3 electrolyte can utilize
the high O2− conductivity of Er0.4Bi1.6O3 without subjecting it to
low oxygen potentials that would cause Er0.4Bi1.6O3 to
decompose,36 and a trilayer GDC/zirconia/GDC electrolyte
can utilize the high O2− conductivity of GDCwhile still blocking
the electronic (electron) leakage of GDC.35 Although these
structures can enhance cell performance, they may suffer
unintended degradation because layer interfaces being phase
boundaries are more likely than not ionically blocking, which
makes them prone to oxygen potential overshoots, thus
nucleating damage.37,38 Oxygen-bubble formation and in-
plane cracking/delamination were indeed observed at such
interfaces, although one cannot rule out the possibility that they
were due to mismatched thermal/chemical expansion coef-
ficients or a weak interfacial strength (which implies a high
interfacial energy, thus lowering the barrier for bubble
nucleation.) Therefore, performance-enhancing layer designs
need to incorporate additional interface engineering described
earlier to deliver a holistic improvement.
To summarize, transverse degradation is the main degrada-

tion mode for SOFC/SOEC electrolytes. It mostly occurs in
high-current-density operations and/or prolonged SOEC
service lives, as it is a gradual degradation mode that proceeds
by the nucleation and growth of oxygen bubbles or reduction
voids with an initially slow damage accumulation. Given enough
time, however, it may reach an advanced stage when bubble/
void coalescence and linkage take hold that will soon lead to in-
plane cracking, resulting in rapid crack propagation and
catastrophic failure. Fast longitudinal degradation is less
common in SOFCs and SOECs, although it could arise from
stress-nucleated cracking due to redox forces if the operating
conditions become much more severe than the ones used today
(OCV ∼ 1.1 V for H2−SOFC at 800 °C). This can be
particularly problematic at lower temperatures when stress
relaxation and crack blunting/healing are less effective, as
already seen in the catastrophic failure of a SOEC with a trilayer
GDC/zirconia/GDC electrolyte.28

3. SOLID-STATE ALKALI METAL BATTERIES
3.1. Overview of Damage Mechanisms. Similar degra-

dation modes are expected in solid electrolytes in solid-state
metal batteries. While most commercial rechargeable metal
batteries use liquid electrolytes, all-solid-state lithium metal
batteries are under rapid development and may enter some

markets soon. Having a high-energy-density lithiummetal anode
and no flammable organic liquid electrolyte, these new batteries
hold the promise of better performance and safety. Ceramic
solid electrolytes under investigation include oxides, sulfides,
and halides, and a variety of degradation phenomena are already
well-known. Historically, in rechargeable batteries ceramic solid
electrolytes first appeared in Na−S batteries operating at 300
°C; they were from a family of Na/beta-alumina ceramics, and
they too suffered from degradation. Below, we will apply our
synopsis of SOFC/SOEC degradation to anticipate the
degradation modes in solid electrolytes in metal batteries. We
will next conduct a “failure analysis” in several case studies to
better understand the phenomenology.
Our synopsis of SOFC/SOEC makes it clear that a

fundamental cause of electrode degradation is the unexpectedly
high, abrupt, and spatially extended oxygen potential distribu-
tion inside the oxide electrolyte, which originates from the
(slightly) mixed conducting nature of the electrolyte. This can
be further exacerbated at kinetic bottlenecks, transverse grain
boundaries in particular, but also at residual pores and cracks.
When chemical expansion/contraction is present, the abrupt-
ness of the potential distribution also gives rise to a stress
distribution and stress concentrations at the locale of the
transition where ∇μO2

(δ(x)) is the largest. The excessive
potential can cause oxygen accumulation forming oxygen
bubbles or oxygen depletion forming reduction voids, and the
stress concentrations can nucleate cracks that may further grow
by accumulating oxygen bubbles. Logically, the same reasoning
applies to solid electrolytes in metal batteries. (a) There is
always some minute electronic conduction in a solid electrolyte,
and their inherent redox dependence favoring electron
conduction on the reducing side and hole conduction on the
oxidizing side will necessarily result in a V-shaped minimum in
the electronic conductivity in amid-PO2

eq(δ)/EF(δ) point in the
Brouwer diagram as depicted in Figure 1b. (b) Since Figure 1a
follows Figure 1b, there must be a steep, sigmoidal, or even step-
function-like distribution of redox potential (which has an
electrostatic term that all ions/electrons/holes see, plus a
chemical-potential contribution that depends on the electron/
hole concentrations) incorporating all the electrode over-
potentials (on top of the extremely reducing metal anodes and
oxidizing high-voltage cathodes)developed in the solid
electrolyte. (c) Whereas the redox potential EF in SOFC/
SOEC pertains to oxygen partial pressure, the redox potential EF
in metal batteries pertains to the equivalent chemical potential of
the electrode metal, e.g., Na or Li. Therefore, just like oxygen
bubbles are expected in high oxygen potentials in SOFC/SOEC,
Na or Li metal precipitates are expected in high Na/Li chemical
potentials in Na/Li batteries. These precipitates, often named
“dendrites”, have already been widely reported since the early
days of Na−S batteries, and their reporting continues through
the recent development of all-solid-state Li batteries.6−9 (d) At
transverse grain boundaries that are ionic bottlenecks, a higher
electrostatic-potential drop can build up. In a good electrolyte
that has a high though nearly fixed concentration of ionic charge
carriers, this electrostatic potential drop translates to a redox-
potential jump, as depicted in Figure 1c, which further
exacerbates the potential excess making transverse boundaries
the preferred sites of Na/Li precipitation. This, too, has been
observed since the early days of Na−S batteries through the
recent development of all-solid-state lithium metal bat-
teries.6,9,39,40 (e) The redox of solid electrolytes causes a
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synergistic change in the equilibrium (stress-free) lattice
parameter distribution aeq(δ(x)), referred to as chemical
expansion/contraction before, hence an elastic strain distribu-
tion that mirrors the redox potential distribution EF(δ(x)). Since
the overall internal stress must add up to zero, the oxidized side
and the reduced side must have opposite stresses with a stress
concentration at the outer edges of their junction. Stress-
induced electrolyte cracking has also been observed in metal
batteries, and we will cite the literature after further analysis.
While the above establishes the analogy between SOFC/

SOEC and metal batteries, there are important differences
between them. (i) Metal batteries operating at ambient
temperatures are likely to have a much lower electronic
conductivity than SOFC/SOEC operating at >600 °C. Since
the abruptness of the redox potential distribution EF(δ(x))
comes from the need to maintain local equilibrium, which must
involve electronic conduction, the steady state and, hence, the
abrupt potential distribution will take more time to establish.
(The initial state of the redox potential in the electrolyte is flat
and identical to that seen in a virgin battery, with abrupt jumps
to match the electrode’s redox potentials at electrolyte/
electrode interfaces. From this state, it will gradually evolve
into the steady state.) Therefore, the incubation time before
redox-induced degradation develops may be quite long in metal
batteries. In fact, during fast charging/discharging, the steady
state may never be established, which poses a problem for using
accelerated tests to simulate degradation development in metal
batteries. (ii) In contrast to (i), the slow kinetics at ambient
temperatures may severely limit the electrode efficiency, thus
necessitating an extreme overpotential, which will be carried
over into the electrolyte as already described by (b) in our
reasoning above. This will lead to a more severe redox-induced
degradation. An example is batteries operated at frigid
temperatures; they tend to degrade faster. (iii) Extreme
operating conditions such as high current densities and high
electrode potentials may encroach the electrolytic window, thus
increasing electronic conduction and hastening the develop-
ment of the steady-state shock-like profile in (i). (iv) In
ceramics, metal nucleation is much easier than oxygen-bubble
nucleation because cation-to-metal transformation does not
entail a huge volume expansion as in anion−gas transformation
(e.g., oxygen evolution reaction typically entails a large kinetic
overpotential); in addition, the metal−ceramic interface is likely
to be less energetic than the gas−ceramic interface, both
decreasing the nucleation barrier of metal precipitation. This
applies to both transverse degradation and longitudinal
degradation. (Longitudinal degradation in metal batteries
mostly involves metal dendrites instead of longitudinal cracking,

which is the case in SOFC/SOEC and has the same issue of
crack nucleation as for bubble nucleation.) As will be explained
below, longitudinal dendrites have been widely observed since
the early days of Na−S batteries through the recent develop-
ment of all-solid-state batteries;6,39,41−43 this is in contrast to the
rare occurrence of longitudinal cracking in SOFC/SOEC. As a
result of the frequent occurrence of longitudinal degradation,
mode coupling between longitudinal and transverse degradation
also becomes much more frequent in metal batteries, which is
elaborated below. (v) Metal precipitation causes a volume
expansion locally, which leaves a residual compressive stress on
the reduced half of the solid electrolyte. In analogy to chemical
expansion, this will induce a residual tensile stress on the
oxidized half, setting up stress concentration in the midsection
between them. This is another example of the synergistic effect
of chemical potential distribution on stress distribution. Later,
we will analyze a recent example of spallation cracking in a
Li5PS5Cl electrolyte (see case (D) below) which belongs to this
case.39 But we will also analyze a more complicated (and more
interesting) stress distribution that causes circumferential
cracking in doped Li7La3Zr2O12 (see case (E) below).

40 Similar
cases are seen in plate-like metal coating at grain boundaries
generating stress concentrations at and near their edges that can
cause further microcracking, often to fall on grain boundaries as
well.6 Indeed, metal plating into a crack can generate additional
stress concentrations in front of the crack tip, providing the
driving force for the crack to propagate (or more cracks to
nucleate) ahead of metal filling. This form of cracking, called
displacement-controlled Mode-I cracking in fracture mechanics,
is an observation that was emphasized in several studies.39,40

3.1.1. Case Studies. (A) In the Na−S batteries studied by De
Jonghe et al.6,7 in 1981, Na/beta-alumina solid electrolytes
showed longitudinal degradation in the form of Na dendrites,
which filled a Na-filled crack and propagated rapidly through the
solid electrolyte, leading to short-circuiting and immediate
failure (called mode Iunrelated to the classification in fracture
mechanics mentioned aboveby De Jonghe et al.6,7) They also
showed transverse degradation in the form of slow internal
deposition of Na metal islands inside the solid electrolyte, which
increased the electronic conductivity of the electrolyte and
caused electronic leakage and self-discharge (De Jonghe et al.
called it mode II, again unrelated to the classification in fracture
mechanics). Importantly, as shown by Figure 3 of ref 6, there is a
sharp, planar boundary between the reduced regime with
precipitated metallic Na and the unreduced regime, and the
boundary moved from Na electrode to S electrode after
extended cycling (i.e., with more transferred charge). These
are the essential features for slow yet progressing transverse

Figure 4. (a) Lithium penetration through the polycrystalline β-Li3PS4 electrolyte. (b) Lithium “web” formation at grain boundaries of polycrystalline
Li6.25Al0.25La3Zr2O12 electrolyte. (c, d) Lithium precipitation inside closed pores (dark spots) in polycrystalline Li7La2.75Ca0.25Zr1.75Nb0.25O12
electrolyte. (a) Reproduced with permission from ref 41. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (b) Reproduced with
permission from ref 48. Copyright 2016 Elsevier Ltd. (c, d) Reproduced with permission from ref 9. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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degradation despite the concurrent presence of longitudinal
dendrites. The metallic Na precipitates at grain boundaries also
caused grain-boundary microcracking, which can be coupled to
longitudinal degradation and initiate out-of-plane cracks, as is
the case seen in all-solid-state lithium metal batteries.39

(B) In all-solid-state lithium metal batteries, the short-
circuiting event takes place rapidly, once some threshold current
density, known as the critical current density (more on this in
(D)), is exceeded. Above the critical current density, rapid
lithium growth/penetration across the solid electrolyte is
filamentary in nature and follows the direction of the electric
field41−43 (Figure 4a; also see Figure 1 and Supplementary
Video S1 of ref 43). This makes it a longitudinal mode of
degradation. The above event is likelymediated bymetal plating,
which nucleates an initial crack, followed by additional metal
plating in the crack to build up a large enough stress
concentration that leads to the formation of the final, short-
circuiting, metal-plated crack. In this connection, the critical
current density is likely correlated to the critical stress intensity

factor, KIC, in fracture mechanics, which is a material property
specifying the fracture toughness of the material. Note that the
critical current density reported is typically the nominal density,
so the local current density at the electrode/electrolyte interface,
which is usually porous, should be higher. This points to the
importance of good wetting at themetal-anode/solid-electrolyte
interface.4,44−46 Poor interfacial wetting, either due to intrinsic
materials properties or unintentional/unattended surface
contamination, will decrease the true contact area,45 increase
the overpotential, and cause electric field/current concen-
trations, thus leading to larger impedance, lower (nominal)
critical current density, and faster cell failure.
(C) Because metal precipitates are like virtual electrodes and

can generate electric field/current concentrations, which alter
and concentrate the redox potentials that cause further metal
precipitation and stress concentrations, mode coupling is much
more common in solid electrolytes in metal batteries than in
SOFC/SOEC. This is especially true when metallic phases
precipitate out on grain boundaries because of the proximity of

Figure 5. Lithiation and stress analysis using Eshelby’s gedanken experiment. (a) Experimental setup using a point electrode to lithiate radially in a half-
sphere. (b) Equivalent full-space problem with the point current source at the center. (c) Eshelby problem of misfitting inclusion of the enlarged,
lithiated sphere. It can be made to fit again by applying a uniform, compressive surface traction. (d)When the perfectly fitting but compressed sphere is
allowed to relax in the matrix by removing the (internal) surface traction, it expands part way but still under some pressure. (e) Surface traction on the
equatorial half-plane viewed in a free-body diagram, which maintains the same stress state in the lower half-space as in (e). (f) Surface traction in the
above free-body diagram is canceled out by applying an opposite surface traction, making the surface traction-free, hence back to the same experimental
state as in (a). (g) Radial tension left at the bottom boundary of the lithiated half-sphere is the cause of circumferential cracking.
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neighboring boundaries and the propensity of metal precip-
itation on them. For example, a three-dimensional lithium “web”
decorating the grain boundary network (Figure 4b) was seen in
(doped) Li7La3Zr2O12 electrolytes.47−49 Such a web could
develop in the following way: Li dendrites grow from the metal
electrode along longitudinal boundaries first, and the field
concentrations at their three/four-grain junctions cause plating
of the transverse boundaries between them. Alternatively,
internal precipitation of metallic Li triggered by the high Li
potential occurs at transverse boundaries first, and the lowered
impedance and the field concentrations at their three/four-grain
junctions cause electrical plating of the (longitudinal)
boundaries between them. Note that initial internal precip-
itation and/or filament nucleation from the electrode/electro-
lyte interface is likely to occur at interface asperities and/or
residue pores nearby (Figure 4c,d for lithium-filled closed pores
inside the solid electrolytes).9,50 This could pose a difficult
problem for engineers: a rough surface is often needed to
promote electrode adhesion, yet it may provide uncommonly
favorable sites for metal precipitation, and internal pores may be
very difficult to remove completely in processing/sintering while
trying to maintain the optimal chemistry and microstructure.
(D) Because of metal insertion, the initial internal

precipitation or filament nucleation at the electrode/electrolyte
interface will immediately generate a stress concentration
locally. Such stress concentration is most acute at any
compositional discontinuity. For example, in ref 39, at the
edge of lithium plating or the planar reduction front defined by
the edge of the contact Li/Na-metal electrode, electrode
(Li5PS5Cl, Na-beta-alumina, Li3N) “spallation” (along with
chipping, see their Figure S3) was observed, leaving a short
longitudinal crack behind (though the authors of ref 39 called it
a “vertical crack” or “transverse crack”). Next, the short crack
was coated by Li/Na, and a virtual electrode formed there.
Third, the above process first occurring at the electrode/
electrolyte interface is repeated at this new localethe crack
tipwhere there is an electric field/current concentration, thus
renewing the process of forming and extending a filamentary Li/
Na dendrite. Fourth, mechanically, once a long enough dendrite
is formed, Li/Na plating along the dendrite, working like a
thickening wedge, can provide the requisite stress concentration
to pry open the crack further, which opens a section of fresh
crack without any Li/Na plating; the new section is capable of
receiving metal plating. (This is crack displacement-controlled
Mode-I cracking in fracture mechanics, mentioned before.)
Fifth, as this process continues, eventually, the crack length
becomes sufficiently long and the Li/Na plating in its wake
sufficiently thick, so much so that the stress intensity factor (KI)
reaches KIC and the fracture toughness (a material property) of
the electrolyte is overcome, leading to a sudden rapid
propagation of the crack. If the electrolyte is thick enough, the
crack under the displacement control will eventually “run out of
steam” and stop. This happens when it has extended far enough
so that the crack tip no longer provides a high-stress region, and
the stress intensity is no longer above critical (i.e., KI now falls
belowKIC). Sixth, over time, this crack will itself be coated by Li/
Na to increase the crack-face displacement and turn into a more
fully grown dendrite, which increases the stress intensity again to
cause more crack propagation, and the process will repeat itself
during charge/discharge cycles until the cell fails.
(E) The interplay of metal plating or metal internal

precipitation, stress concentration, cracking, and dendrite is
next analyzed using another geometry. The study of ref 40 of Li

deposition and cracking in a doped Li7La3Zr2O12 solid
electrolyte utilized a point electrode, which generates a radial
field causing Li penetration and/or internal precipitation inside
a half-sphere as schematically depicted in Figure 5a. The stress
state inside and at the edge of the half-sphere can be analyzed
using Eshelby’s “gedanken” experiment as follows. First,
consider a full-space problem, including a full-sphere that is to
be lithiated by a point source at the center (Figure 5b). Second,
lithiate the sphere, which enlarges it radially, but also apply a
uniform, compressive surface traction to force the sphere back to
the original size tomaintain the fit (Figure 5c). Third, release the
(internal) surface traction and let go of the sphere, which will
expand. However, because of the elastic constraint of the
surrounding, the expansion will stop before reaching the fully
lithiated size, leaving the sphere again in a pressurized state
(though less so than in Figure 5c). Meanwhile, its surrounding
also experiences a radial pressure but a tangential tension,
although their magnitude will decay with the radial distance
(Figure 5d). Fourth, on the equatorial plane of the full-space
(corresponding to the surface of the lower half-space), the only
surface traction is one normal to the surface, and it is uniformly
compressive on the sphere and tensile though radially decaying
around the sphere (Figure 5e, which is called a free-body
diagram in mechanics). Fifth, to cancel the above surface
traction, add an opposite set of normal tractiontensile on the
sphere and compressive though radially decaying around the
sphere (Figure 5f), leaving the equatorial planar surface traction-
free. Six, now that the (lower) half-space has a “free” surface, it
can be removed from the other (upper) half-space, and its stress
state exactly corresponds to what is obtained by lithiation in the
actual experiment of Figure 5a. Because the surface tensile
traction in the center of Figure 5f tries to pull the half-sphere
away from the lower half-space, there is a maximal Mode-I stress
intensity factorKI at the bottom of the half-sphere; see Figure 5g.
(There is also a Mode-II stress intensity factor KII at the upper
(surface) edge of the half-sphere.) This maximal KI is
proportional to the product of the square root of the half-
sphere radius and the lithiation stress, namely, the pressure in
Figure 5d, same as the normal traction in Figure 5e,f. Eventually,
as lithiation continues and the half-sphere grows large enough,
this maximal KI will reach KIC, and cracking is initiated at the
bottom and goes around the half-sphere, forming a circum-
ferential crack. (The situation here is analogous to indentation
cracking of ceramics, in which the circumferential crack, called
lateral crack, develops not during indentation, i.e., loading, but
upon indent removal, i.e., unloading.) Circumferential cracking
around a lithiated half-sphere was observed in ref 40. It is also
interesting to note three other events. First, as lithiation
proceeds without cracking, the stress will build up continuously
until it reaches the critical stress for Li extrusion, which appears
as Li metal fingers growing out of the solid electrolyte as
observed in ref 40. (The extrusion stress is proportional to the
deformation resistance, i.e., the yield stress, of Li, but it is higher
by a factor of about 3 or more because of the multiaxial nature of
the extrusion process and the friction encountered during
extrusion.) Second, once cracking occurs, the lithiation stress is
relieved; hence, extrusion stops, which was also observed in ref
40. Third, the circumferential crack is initially “clean”, without
any Li. However, since it is a transverse boundary blocking the
electric current, it will begin to accumulate Li, which was also
observed in ref 40.

3.2. Strategies to Mitigate Damage. The above case
studies make it clear that, in order to improve the integrity of
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metal batteries, it is important to improve the chemical,
microstructural, and ultimately electric-transport uniformity
inside the solid electrolyte, which will minimize kinetic
bottlenecks, the number of nucleation sites for metal coating/
precipitation, and stress concentrations.51−55 Toward this end,
for the bulk solid electrolyte, one would generally prefer
electrolyte materials with a wider electrochemical stability
window, better processability/sinterability, and higher mechan-
ical robustness. High density and a uniform microstructure with
few pores or other macroscopic defects are crucial to avoid
blocking sites of ion transport, preferential sites for early stage
metal precipitation and later-stage degradations, and stress
concentrators that initiate mechanical damage. Grain-size
uniformity is another important factor that has not been
adequately addressed in the literature. It matters because
abnormally large grains are again preferential sites for
degradation. Moreover, they are often related to in-grain
pores, which break away from fast-growing grain boundaries
during sintering, and once detached they lose access to grain-
boundary diffusion, thus becoming very difficult to sinter
further.56 In general, a higher fracture toughness, e.g., imparted
by transformation toughening,57 is beneficial. The addition of
second-phase particles of tetragonal (such as yttria-stabilized)
zirconia has been demonstrated to transformation-toughen
beta-alumina electrolyte inNa−S batteries.58 However, it should
be noted that thermodynamically the transformation toughness
will decrease with increasing temperature as the tetragonal phase
becomes more stable and, thus, less susceptible to stress-assisted
transformation.59 Another side effect of adding zirconia particles
comes from boundary pinning, which homogenizes the
microstructure,60 which has been recently shown to improve
interfacial wetting between beta alumina and sodium metal in
Na−S batteries.61 Appropriate doping to expressly tune the
space charge at grain boundaries62 in order to control grain
growth and to minimize the potential jumps at these bottlenecks
is also an approach that should be beneficial. Lastly, since Li and
Na are volatile during high-temperature processing, it is critical
to minimize or (by compositional design) allow for their loss in
order to maintain the intended stoichiometry of the solid
electrolyte. This can be done, for example, by introducing an
excess-Li source such as Li3N.

63

Microstructure design goes beyond a monolithic electrolyte
layer. One promising design is to construct, from a monolithic
solid electrolyte, a porous/dense/porous structure that
transitions the two electrodes with an electrolyte layer, the
dense layer, between them. This dense layer, (a), has a very thin
effective electrolyte thickness and is in intimate contact with the
metal anode, (b), and the Li cathode, (c), because both metal
and Li can respectively penetrate the two porous layers (b, c) on
their sides. As a result of the thin thickness of (a) and a very large
effective contact area between (a) and (b) and between (a) and
(c), faster transport kinetics (thus higher current densities) is
readily achieved. Yet the battery is overall robust despite the very
thin electrolyte (a) because (a) is bonded to and, thus,
mechanically supported/protected by (b) and (c) on two
sides.64,65

Not surprisingly, ensuring a good contact between the
metallic anode and the solid electrolyte has been known to be
important, and stack pressure has been applied toward this end
of increasing the true contact area. But its application to large-
scale practical cells remains problematic. In fact, the
fundamental problem lies not only in mechanical contact but
also in nanoscale wetting at the metal−electrolyte interface,

which must be maintained over a large area. In materials
engineering, one well-known approach to solving this kind of
interfacial contact problem is surface modifications.33 Recently,
it was demonstrated that ALD Al2O3 can react with Li metal to
s ub s t an t i a l l y l owe r t h e con t a c t r e s i s t a n c e o f
(Li7La2.75Ca0.25Zr1.75Nb0.25O12 or LLCZN) garnet electrolyte/
Li electrode.4

There are other examples of interfacial modifications by thin-
film techniques. First, thin-film Li+ solid electrolyte LiPON
prepared by sputtering Li3PO4 in N2 is known to have
exceptional stability and extended cycle life.66 Second, as
mentioned before, highly textured PLD films of BaZr0.8Y0.2O3−δ
can enhance protonic conductivity.30 Third, the PLD
PrBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5+δ interlayer can improve the contact
between BaZr0.4Ce0.4Y0.1Yb0.1O3−δ, a protonic electrolyte, and
the cathode.29 Fourth, maintaining a good stoichiometry of PLD
Li6.25Al0.25La3Zr2O12 has been reported to enable high ionic
conductivity in thin-film-type Li−garnet electrolyte.63 Lastly, in
addition to being of use for surface modification, thin-film
electrolytes in thin-film electrochemical cells may be of interest.
For example, a thin film YSZ electrolyte can allow SOFC to
operate at as low as 300 °C.67

While the above strategies of interfacial engineering are
promising, it could still be challenging to ensure good interfacial
properties, such as wetting, throughout the battery lifetime,
which must endure electrochemical cycling. The concern is
whether cell degradation will ensue and rapidly progress to
failure once some loss of contact has started. Some lessons may
be drawn from dielectric breakdown, which has been well
studied (more on this later). Because of the current
concentration, the local current density will dramatically
increase at the worst contact point, which leads to its failure;
after that, the current concentration shifts to the next worst
contact points nearby, and the above event repeats there. Once
initiated, this chain reaction generally propagates very fast and is
known to lead to very rapid device failures. This could well be
the case in metal batteries.

4. FIELD ASSISTED CERAMIC PROCESSING
Several densification techniques have been developed to
implement high throughput porosity reduction of ceramic
compacts using an electric or electromagnetic field, thus
achieving rapid heating and sintering. Spark plasma sintering
(though no spark actually exists) is one such technique, in which
a modest voltage (∼10 V) drives a large electric current to pass
through a set of electronically conductive graphite dies within
which a ceramic compact is electrically heated and mechanically
compressed at the same time. As most of the current bypasses
the much less conductive ceramic, the current flowing through
the sample and the resultant Joule heating are not large. But
contact heating is already so intense that complete densification
can be achieved within seconds thanks to mechanical
consolidation at high temperatures. A pressureless version of
the above is the so-called flash sintering technique,68 in which
the ceramic compact sees no die pressure but is under a constant
voltage (which is very large in some studies69) while the furnace
temperature is being ramped up. As the ceramic conductivity
increases with temperature, at some point the Joule heating will
exceed furnace heating and a positive feedback loop of
increasing temperature and Joule heating is entered under a
constant voltage. This triggers a thermal runaway,70−72 and once
again full densification can be achieved within seconds. Clear
evidence of electrochemical effects has been seen in samples
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prepared by these techniques, and the best examples came from
flash sintering in which a microstructure gradient in the current
direction is a common observation, seen, for example, in cubic
YSZ,73 tetragonal YSZ,74,75 ZnO,72,76 and TiO2.

77 Amuch larger
grain size was found on the cathode side in cubic YSZ, and the
grain-size transition can be astonishingly sharp (Figure 6a),20,73

suggestive of a solid-state electrochemical shock front. Since it is
known that grain growth in zirconia (and several other similarly
structured oxides) is faster under reducing conditions, the above
grain-size transition provides direct evidence of the sharp oxygen
potential μO2

(δ(x)) = const + kBT ln PO2
eq(δ(x)) transition

depicted in Figure 1a and discussed in Section 2. (These data
also provided evidence for an association of electron and hole
polarons with lattice oxygens and vacancies, which can be strong
under extreme reducing and oxidizing conditions.20) The same
observation made in tetragonal YSZ74 (Figure 6b−e) provided
even more definitive proof of the PO2

eq/EF transition. This is
because in this ceramic the grain boundary mobility is controlled
by (cation) solute drag that involves lattice diffusion,62 and any
enhanced grain growth must be mediated by a significantly
enhanced cation mobility in the lattice. Therefore, the grain-size
transition implicates an abrupt transition of the lattice mobility
of cations, which can only come from an abrupt transition in
PO2

eq(δ)/EF(δ).
The analogy with the oxygen potential transition is apt not

only for zirconia but also for GDC, Y2O3, BaTiO3, SrTiO3, and
BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.1Yb0.1O3−δ (a proton conductor after hydration):
At flash sintering temperatures, which must be well exceeding
1000 °C, they all have high O2− conductivity and relatively low
electronic conductivity and, thus, can be treated as solid
electrolytes. In fact, the situations in flash sintering more often
than not correspond to the extreme redox conditions described
in Sections 2 and 3, for several reasons. First, a large voltage is
used in most flash sintering experiments, which will at least push
the electrodes outside the electrolytical window. Second, in a
thermal runaway, the current density can reach very high values
(up to∼100 A/cm2, much higher than the values of∼1 A/cm2 in
a typical SOFC/SOEC at <1000 °C), so the electrode/sample
interfaces must very rapidly convert the electronic current in the
external circuit to the ionic current in the sample, which is likely
to require a huge overpotential. As this overpotential is
transferred into the interior of the electrolyte sample via the
process described in Section 2, extreme redox conditions are set
up, which can cause transverse and longitudinal damages. Not
surprisingly, cracking and cavitation at grain boundaries have
been observed,73−76 and they manifest an orientation

preference, e.g., reduction voids formed at transverse grain
boundaries.74,75 Electrode conditions are obviously important.
To lessen oxygen potential gradients and to produce samples
with a more uniform microstructure, better electrodes with
higher oxygen reduction/evolution reaction (ORR/OER)
activities should be used. In fact, in cubic YSZ single crystals
where there is no grain boundary damage but there is a
measurable movement of the reduction front under a DC
voltage, a large effect of electrode efficiency on the movement
velocity is readily observable.78

Regarding the longitudinal mode of degradation in ceramic
samples undergoing rapid heating and electrochemical reduc-
tion/oxidation, such a mode is typically associated with obvious
instabilities such as the formation of hot spots and reduction
filaments, which are exacerbated by larger voltages/current
densities and poorer electrode/sample contacts. (More on
instability in Section 5.) These instabilities can lead to localized
sintering and abnormal microstructure as well as sample
distortions and fractures. Examples are Figure 5.19 in ref 79
for YSZ, Figure 5 in ref 80 for GDC, Figures 37−40 in ref 81 for
Al2O3, and Figure 5 in ref 82 for BaTiO3.
Utilizing electromagnetic waves, laser-assisted surface treat-

ment and welding of ceramics is another field-assisted
processing technique.83−85 It too produces microstructures
similar to those observed in Figure 6a. Sharp grain size
transitions are also identified (see examples of YSZ in Figure
6a in ref 83, inset of Figure 1a in ref 84, and Figure 3d in ref 85),
which cannot be explained by the thermal effect alone, given the
smoothly varying temperature profile, capped by melting, in the
process zone. (However, rapid solidification after melting/
welding could leave a directionally solidified microstructure.) In
these techniques, since only a shallow surface layer is melted
while the substrate is not, very likely there is a severe oxygen loss
at the melt surface, but the loss next to the substrate should be
negligible. If so, it would set up a steep reduction gradient similar
to that of cathodic reduction in flash sintering, and such an
extreme PO2

eq/EF gradient can cause a correspondingly extreme
gradient in cation mobility,86 thus producing a drastically graded
microstructure.83−85 Reduced, often-colored ceramics with
hugely enhanced room-temperature electronic conductivity
have been reported for YSZ as well as CeO2, Bi2O3, TiO2,
Al2O3, NiO, ZnO, Fe2O3, V2O3, andNiO.

83 Similar effects could
also be present in ceramics densified by other fast sintering and
processing techniques.87

Figure 6. (a) Microstructure of cubic YSZ after high-temperature DC-electrical loading. Inset of (a): Measured grain size distribution of (a) as a
function of normalized distance to the cathode. (b)Microstructure of tetragonal YSZ after high-temperature DC-electrical loading. (c)Measured grain
size of (b) as a function of normalized distance to the cathode. High-magnification images show (d) the transition region and (e) the anode side. (a)
Reproduced with permission from ref 20. Copyright 2018 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. (b−e) Reproduced with permission from ref
74. Copyright 2017 The American Ceramic Society.
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5. CERAMIC CAPACITORS AND MEMRISTORS

High permittivity ceramics such as titanates are widely used for
capacitors. The most demanding application comes in the form
of multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCCs). In each MLCC,
hundreds of thin oxide layers are packed and cofired with metal
electrodes, which take a comb-like configuration to connect all
the ceramic layers in parallel, resulting in a very high capacitance
per unit volume. The same type of titanate ceramics is being
developed for storing capacitive energy for fast discharge, and for
certain power applications, they must withstand not only a high
field but also a moderately high temperature. Another
application is the gate oxide in a complementary metal−oxide
semiconductor (CMOS), usually made of amorphous HfO2,
again an oxide of high permittivity. Titanates are semi-
conductors, but their oxygen vacancies, though slower, are still
mobile at modest temperatures. Like zirconia and YSZ, HfO2 is a
wide bandgap insulator and oxygen-vacancy conductor. On the
other hand, while the electric field in the above applications is
higher or at least the same as in SOFC/SOEC and metal
batteries, there is little electronic current (leakage) at their
operating temperatures, i.e., these materials work as insulators.
Interestingly, all the above insulators as well as many other
ceramics have been developed into memristors, with a typical
thickness of less than 100 nm, which are purposely made to
“leak” electrons first by a high-voltage induced breakdown
process called “forming”. After this initiation process, two
voltage-switchable resistance states can often develop, and both
of them remain nonvolatile even after the (switching/reading)
voltage is removed. The conducting paths in memristors are
filamentary. Since the memristor material started as an insulator
yet, once formed, the device does conduct electrons well at the
ambient temperature, most likely the actual current density in
the filament is much higher than the nominal current density.
The present understanding of memristors is incomplete because
of the nanoscale nature of conduction. But much is already
known about the dielectric degradation of titanate capacitors. In
addition, thanks to electro-coloration, direct visual observation
of dielectric degradation can be made on the surfaces of
polycrystals, and even three-dimensional observations have been
made using transparent single crystals. Below we will utilize
these direct studies and our general understanding of
degradation in solid electrolytes to paint a plausible picture of
degradation and other mechanisms in capacitors and mem-
ristors.
To begin with, we do not believe stress plays a very significant

role here. This is because in capacitors and memristors chemical
expansion/compression is likely to be small, internal bubble
formation and metal deposition are minimal, and the thin film
geometry will further limit the spatial range of stress

concentration. Regarding the oxygen potential distribution,
which is important and will be discussed in detail later, we note
here that it can obviously be affected by the distribution of
electric field. Importantly, the electric field distribution in these
devices made of highly insulating oxides is distinctly nonuniform
to the extent that it also tends to be filamentary. We draw this
conclusion from the following observations on zirconia and
titanates.
Both zirconia (such as cubic and tetragonal YSZ) and

titanates (such as SrTiO3 and BaTiO3, two prominent members
of the perovskite family), when loaded under a constant voltage
at a modest temperature between 200 and 300 °C, find their
resistance gradually decreases and leakage gradually increases as
if there is a uniform degradation in the sample. This is the test of
DC electrical degradation,88,89 which is routinely conducted to
predict the service life. However, at an electric field comparable
to that in actual device applications, the tested samplesboth
single crystals as in Figure 7a for BaTiO3 and polycrystals as in
Figure 7b for cubic YSZdisplay a finger-like redox front that is
visible because of electro-coloration of redox-sensitive color
centers.90,91 Similar finger-like redox fronts were also observed
in both SrTiO3

92 and YSZ78 single crystals at comparable
electric fields.
The above finger-like “interface” morphology is actually

expected from the following stability analysis of the potential
front in standard field equations and transport equations. First,
in an insulator, a planar equipotential surface of the electric
potential satisfying the Poisson equation is inherently unstable.
This is seen in atmospheric lightning, which is an ionization/
discharge process manifesting a filamentary electric driving field.
Specifically, as the plane front of the equipotential is perturbed
to become wavy, any protrusion on it will become a field
concentrator, which leads to a higher local field that in turn leads
to a higher local conductivity (which is the case both in
lightening due to ionization and in an insulator due to dielectric
breakdown), thus localizing the field further. This is the
electrical basis of instability. Second, a planar conduction front
satisfying the diffusion-transport equation is also inherently
unstable. As the planar front is perturbed to become wavy, a
protrusion having a smaller radius of curvature than the planar
front sees a shorter diffusion distance (being of the order of the
radius of curvature); thus, it will receivemore influx, allowing the
protrusion to grow faster and further. This is the diffusion/
transport basis of instability. Inasmuch DC electrical degrada-
tion is no doubt driven by the electric field and involves charge
transport, the inherent instabilities above dictate that the
degradation paths tend to degenerate into filamentary ones,
which are seen in Figure 7a,b as well as in ref 78 and ref 92. Not
surprisingly, a stronger field/current/nonlinearity makes the

Figure 7. Electro-coloration of (a) BaTiO3 single crystal (dark region reduced), (b) YSZ polycrystal (dark region reduced), and (c) Fe-doped SrTiO3
tricrystal (dark region oxidized). (a) Reproduced with permission from ref 90. Copyright 2007 American Institute of Physics. (b) Reproduced with
permission from ref 91. Copyright 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. (c) Reproduced with permission from ref 94. Copyright 2017 Elsevier Ltd.
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instability more difficult to suppress, and it will rapidly lead to
filamentary growth across the two electrodes in thin-film devices
such as MLCCs and memristors. This type of longitudinal mode
of degradation is prominent in highly insulating ceramics and is
commonly termed, loosely, dielectric breakdown. As mentioned
already, a typical memristor must go through a forming step,
which breaks down the highly insulating initial state into a much
less resistive filamentary state, which makes the formed
memristor switchable under a bipolar set of voltages. The
forming process and the development of the conducting
filament no doubt go through the above instability process.
We now turn to the distribution of PO2

eq/EF. First, consider
the case of ionic-conductivity dominance, such as YSZ andHfO2
in which the same oxygen potential transition discussed in
Section 2 and depicted in Figure 1a should appear. However, in
view of the low service temperature of capacitors and
memristors, one might expect a long transient time before the
steady-state potential is developed. But this may not be the case
at all because of the much higher electric field and the much
shorter sample thicknessthe latter translates into a much
shorter transient time since the diffusion time is proportional to
the square of the diffusion distance. Second, consider the case of
electronic-conduction dominance, such as SrTiO3 and BaTiO3
in which electronic conduction is primarily driven by the electric
field and not by the redox potential. While one might conclude
that this would render the oxygen potential transition irrelevant,
this is not the case at all, as can be seen from the following
consideration. In all the perovskites and many semiconducting
oxides, oxygen vacancies are much more mobile than cations,
and over time they migrate toward the cathode and accumulate
there because, at the service temperatures of capacitors and
memristors, cathodes being a metal are typically impenetrable to
oxygen. This has been verified in SrTiO3.

88,89,93 As a result of
vacancy redistribution, an oxygen potential transition from the
cathode to the anode is set up, and it eventually becomes steep
enough to completely suppress the oxygen-vacancy flux. Such
redox profiles that manifest in electro-coloration have been
verified many times in the literature.88,89,92,93 In addition to
electrodes, grain boundaries can also block oxygen flow,93 which
is made evident in a model tricrystal experiment on SrTiO3
(Figure 7c): It shows abruptly different redox potentials
manifested in sharply contrasting electro-colorationon two
sides of the two (transverse) grain boundaries.94 The redox

potential transition vividly illustrated in Figure 7c is reminiscent
of the oxygen potential jump/drop in Figure 3a,b, even though it
is in a somewhat different transport regime from that in YSZ, for
YSZ as well as any good electrolyte has a nearly constant oxygen-
vacancy concentration throughout, which is not seen in
titanates. Therefore, oxygen potential transitions and jumps at
transverse boundaries are also possible in titanate (and most
likely other) semiconductors even though they are not fast ion
conductors, and their steady-state ionic disorder concentration
can also vary by orders of magnitude.
We have reasons to believe such transverse grain boundaries

can nucleate degradation. First, oxygen bubbles have been
observed at the anode−electrode interface in SrTiO3,

95 so the
same possibility cannot be ruled out at oxygen-ion-blocking
transverse grain boundaries. Moreover, it is known that the
sharp redox transition between the cathode and the anode due
to electrode blocking effectively turns the initially uniform
semiconductor into a p−n junction, with a p-region on the anode
side and n-region on the cathode side, and only the junction
between the two regions is highly resistive and mostly
responsible for the residual resistance of the degraded sample.
So the redox potential transition is at least directly responsible
for DC electrical degradation. Lastly, as DC resistance
degradation enters the final stage, we have observed oxygen
egress from the anode in SrTiO3 single crystals,

92 which is likely
due to the coalescence of the above-mentioned oxygen bubbles,
which makes an initially impenetrable electrode “leaky”. We
would expect the same to occur at transverse boundaries in a
polycrystal, which would portend grain boundary degradation
and even cracking. Thus, we believe there is a complete analogy
of redox potential transition and damage development between
semiconducting ceramics and fast ion electrolytes.
The above development of redox potential is relevant to

memristors.96,97 Although nonfilamentary electronic memris-
tors not involving redox reactions are known,98 it is generally
agreed that filamentary memristors in which the initial filament
is formed by cation movement must continue to rely on cation
movement to reconnect the filamentfilament disconnect in
this case is due to Joule-heat-induced melting. (The other
memristor type that forms the initial filament by anion
movement may be subsequently switched largely electronically,
by taking advantage of the polarity of the p−n junction if the
junction is very close to the forming anode.99) Such reconnect

Figure 8. (a) Finger-/needle-like grain structure developed in DC-loaded tetragonal YSZ (3 mol % yttria-stabilized zirconia). (b) Enlarged view of the
dashed box in (a). Loading conditions: DC current density 25 A/cm2 for 20 h in air. Furnace temperature: 1200 °C. Sample thickness: 1.1 mm. Before
high-temperature DC loading, the sample (prepared using TZ-3Y-E, Tosoh Co., Tokyo, Japan) was presintered at 1300 °C for 12 h to reach full
density.
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action is very likely to occur in one short section (we will call it
“gap” below) only, since the two halves of a disconnected
filament may be regarded as virtual electrodes, electrically
connected to one electrode each. While the gap distance is likely
to be already short in a memristor, the “effective gap distance”
could be even shorter if a robust redox potential transition can be
established between them. This is because the effective thickness
of the redox electrodes is actually close to the half-thickness of
the electrolyte as shown in Figure 1a: On each side of the PO2

eq/
EF transition, the redox potential is essentially the same as that of
the electrode. Obviously, if a much shorter effective gap distance
can be realized, it will make switching much faster. For this to
happen, the field-transport-induced potential transition must
closely follow the footstep of the instability, since the filament is
itself a product of the field/transport instability. This is indeed
the case as illustrated in Figure 8, taken from a tetragonal YSZ
similarly DC electrically loaded as the cubic YSZ shown in
Figure 6. Within the fully developed instability of very long
fingers (more like needles, with aspect ratios up to ∼100), we
find their grain sizes many times those of the grains outside; the
latter had not grown at all since tetragonal YSZ, as mentioned
before, has a very robust solute drag mechanism that can very
effectively suppress grain growth under normal circumstances.
Yet the hugely enhanced grain growth inside these fingers is
irrefutable evidence that the solute drag is rendered completely
ineffective by a hugely enhanced cation diffusivity in the lattice,
which implies a hugely reducing condition as well as a hugely
steep redox gradient.73−75,86 Therefore, Figure 8 proves that the
redox transition can closely follow the footstep of field/transport
instability. Memristors in which cationmovement dominates are
made of oxides and chalcogenides that contain Cu+, Ag+, and
Au+. As a cation coming from the oxidized half next to the virtual
anode migrates into the gap of a disconnected filament, we
expect it to be promptly reduced to metallic once it enters the
reduced half next to the virtual cathode. Therefore, cations only
need to migrate a very short physical distance to reconnect a
broken filament. This last case is especially interesting in that it
illustrates how a redox transition of a transverse profile can
facilitate the reconnection of filaments of a longitudinal profile.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The phenomenology and mechanisms of transverse and
longitudinal degradations in ceramic solid electrolytes and
insulators can be understood in terms of the characteristic
distributions of redox potentials and oxygen partial pressures,
stresses, and electric fields, none of which follows the often-
assumed linear profiles interpolated from their boundary values.
In many technology-relevant applications, the electric-field
distribution is more a reflection of evolving instabilities than the
steady state. In contrast, sharp step-function-like transitions of
redox potentials become fully developed only at the steady state.
Importantly, such transitions occur in both fast-ion conducting
electrolytes and semiconducting insulators, but even more
remarkably, they follow in lockstep the electric-field instabilities
which can be quite complex. Unexpected stress distributions
may originate frommaterial insertion/removal or compositional
changes compelled by the evolving transition of redox potentials,
and via this connection they may additionally follow the electric-
field instability as in the case of metallic dendrites. Despite such
complexity, the stress distributions can often be predicted using
a mean-field continuum analysis to quantitatively explain the
damage phenomenology in ceramic solid electrolytes. Lessons
learned from SOFC/SOEC/batteries are extended to multilayer

ceramic capacitors and memristors to anticipate and rationalize
their damage phenomenology; in the case of memristors, they
also explain the mechanisms of forming and filament
reconnection. Furthermore, these lessons are relevant to field-
assisted ceramic processing that relies on nonequilibrium,
though somewhat controllable, techniques. General and specific
strategies to mitigate damage and improve performance are
proposed; the most intriguing among them and potentially
reaping the most rewards is by purposeful doping that aims to
precisely control global and local electronic conductivities.
Other strategies, some already proven successful, include
developing new solid electrolytes or composites with increased
electrochemical and mechanical stabilities, designing better and
more durable electrode−electrolyte interfaces with good contact
and wetting that last for the entire service life, and lowering
electrode overpotentials by developing and better integrating
highly active efficient electrodes and/or electrode catalysts. The
above understanding and mitigation strategies are expected to
be most useful when the technology extends to more extreme
and demanding operation conditions, which are rapidly
materializing in rechargeable metal batteries100 and emerging
electrochemical devices.
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